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Intelligent Solutions for Critical Environments

Critical Environments Group (CEG) enables its clients to effectively manage, maintain and 

optimize their data centers and other IT environments. We’re meeting the needs of this rapidly 

evolving industry by achieving value for channel partners or end users throughout the data  

center lifecycle. CEG’s team of experts is unmatched in its ability to provide intelligent assessments 

and solutions for achieving readiness, reliability and efficiency today and tomorrow. 

Assessment & Design
The Data Center Experts at CEG have seen hundreds of mission critical environments and  

work daily with the physical infrastructure components in these facilities. The key elements of 

our service includes initial concept design, proposal creation, specifications, detailed system 

designs, CAD drawings, logistics, installation, commissioning and training. 

CEG can also provide guidance on affordable 

maintenance programs, extended warranty 

programs and maintenance service providers 

so that you can feel safe and secure with your 

investment. 

• Assessment & Discovery
• New Data Center Design and Planning
• Modular Design & Planning
• NOC Design & Planning
• CFD Assessments 
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DCIM
Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM) software is an essential tool in man-

aging a complex IT environment.  With the right solution in place, users gain central-

ized and instantaneous monitoring, management, reporting functionality, as well as 

intelligent capacity planning. CEG’s DCIM environmental and power solutions allow 

you to maintain constant control of your critical facility—managing issues before they 

become problems, and well before they become catastrophic.

 — Power Monitoring – Providing alerting, data visualization and reporting  
to prevent costly outages.

 — Rack Power Management Software – Gain control and insight into  
your PDU deployments.

 — Branch Circuit Protection – Insight into your PDU sub feeds, panelboards,  
main feeds to panelboards, and individual branch circuits.

 — Facility and Multi-site Consumption Management –  hardware and software for  
remote administration, and monitoring and management of power consumption.  

And to further support ongoing DCIM efforts, CEG provides ways to improve the 

efficiency of network management, documentation, asset tracking and data center 

provisioning. Our methodologies improve impact analysis, minimize errors, enable 

proactive capacity planning, reduce mean-time-to-repair for outages, and increase 

speed-to-market for new deployments. 
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CEG solutions monitor and maintain the airflow, temperature 

and humidity levels necessary for reliable equipment performance. 

If you are responsible for outfitting a new environment, or  

addressing issues in an existing facility, we can help.

Our experts will assess factors such as cooling load, air flow,  

rack configuration, cable blockages, and deployment of  

perforated floor tiles, seals, gaskets, and blanking panels.  

We also take into account air conditioner placement and  

setup, outside air infiltration, room envelope openings  

(vapor barriers), and humidity levels. From that assessment,  

we will provide solutions that will protect mission-critical  

environments from even the slightest increase in temperature.

We will improve airflow at all levels—rack, row, floor, and  

ceiling—by creating effective barriers between cold air  

supply and hot exhaust. The result? Improved infrastructure 

efficiencies while reducing operating costs.

• CEG’s proprietary monitoring technology. 
• Clearly identify potential cooling- or heat- 

related issues—in real time. 
• Accurate wireless monitoring and notification 

—measuring air temperature, not surface 
temperature. 

• Instantaneous feedback when monitoring 
changes or validating best-practices  
improvements.

• Blanking Panels
• Floor Grommets & Brush Seals
• Foam Sheets, Skirts & Sealing Tape
• Device/Switch Cooling
• Under-floor Air Detectors
• CRAC Hoods
• Aisle Containment – Panel Systems, Doors 

and Curtains

Cooling, Airflow &  
Humidity Control
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When you’re seeking the optimal  

products for key power components  
in a mission-critical environment,  

CEG can help.

 — Uninterruptible Power  
Supplies (UPS)

 — Power Distribution Units (PDUs)
 — Power Distribution Busway
 — Transfer Switches
 — Generators
 — Additional Components such as  

switchgear, transformers,  
inverters, etc.
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Space & Storage 
At CEG, we take into account a broad range of 

conditions and factors to identify the rack system 

best suited to meet your requirements. Our  

engineers will look at a data center’s unique  

cable management and air flow issues, security 

and monitoring needs, and seismic and density 

requirements—all while considering the codes  

and recommendations published by applicable 

government entities and industry organizations. 

• High Density Rack Enclosures
• Network and Distribution Racks
• Specialty and Custom Racks
• Cabinet Accessories
• Seismic Zone 4 Cabinets
• Media Storage and Transportation
• Media Storage Tape Racks
• Media Storage Cabinets
• Flex-Pak Media Storage Units
• Thermal Containment Systems –  

hot aisle or cold aisle



Maintenance & Support
CEG provides a full scope of maintenance 
and repair services for data centers that 
range in size from small- and medium- 
sized computer rooms to enterprise-level 
critical environments. Our maintenance 
services can include:  

Turnkey Installation
Whether you’re needing a single custom cabinet or you’re building an entirely new data  
center, CEG has the expertise to take a project of any size from conception to completion.

We have decades of experience in data center design—from critical power to  
precision cooling; from layout and capacity planning to monitoring and control systems.  
Our team is factory trained and certified by data center vendor partners. When  
providing turnkey service, we will work diligently to understand your  
needs, and to recommend, procure, install and maintain the  
best solutions available.

• Contracts for annual and  
multi-year services

• Battery testing, monitoring and  
replacement

• Repair services
• Parts for mission-critical equipment
• Serving as a single point-of-contact 

for all maintenance, repairs and  
parts ordering
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Setting The Standard
Critical Environments Group is setting a new  

standard in the DCIM space by making the  

relationship our highest priority. We’re thinking 

beyond just a product or problem. Instead,  

we’re thinking about what we can do to take  

your critical environment to the next level.  

This client commitment, comprehensive  

industry expertise, and our partnerships with  

product vendors that are known and respected 

around the world, are what allows us to bring  

value to an engagement right from the start.
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